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Welcome to May's newsletter.

April was another busy month, we started of the month with a trip to Yakkao open Muay Thai and K1 over the entire 
weekend. Mason, Arjun, Rehan and Salhia from the children's and junior team competed on the Saturday in Muay 
Thai. On Sunday we returned to Barnsley with most of the children's team to compete in the K1 open. First up was 
Maksymelan who was competing in his first Open. He didn't win his bout, but has learnt a great deal. Next up we 
had Amber who has returned to fighting after having a break. Amber has been out of the ring for 2 years and she 
impressed both Amir and Aiden with her spirit and how well she fought against a well experienced fighter but sadly 
didn't take the win. Next up in the same category as Amber was Roma, who stopped her opponent 45 seconds into 
the first round with a well placed front kick, this put her into the final against Ambers opponent who proved to be a 
challenge and defeated Roma.

Moving onto the juniors, we had Mason competing against a well matched opponent and it was a battle from start 
to finish, we were all surprised when Mason didn’t get the win, including his opponent, but that is how opens can 

April 29th we held one of our interclubs. Our interclubs are always a good day out, with many of our children 
debuting their first interclub. It's always a nerve wracking experience for parents as at Storm Gym we do not allow 
spectatators at the children's classes as we find it is a distraction for them, so this is the first chance many parents 
have to see their children compete. All children from the advanced group are asked if they would like to participate 
in the interclub and many say yes and are excited to do so, and when they finish their bout they leave with a medal 
and a huge smile on their faces and our parents can see how much their children have grown in confidence and the 
training is paying off.

Coming up.....
24th June SuperFight Series is back at York Hall, Bethnal 
Green with King of Kings. Matched so far from Storm Gym are:-

Anthony Okoli     Curtis Hughes     Nigel Thomas
Nicola Barke         Mason Sloan

Tickets available from:
www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/superfightseries-vi-king-of-kings-tickets-
45155575542?aff=eac2

sometimes go. Salhia competed twice in 
two different categories and took home 
a bank of experience and a new skill set. 
Finally in the juniors we had Arjun. He won 
his first bout and went into the finals, his 
final fight was impressive and entertaining 
to watch. Both boys were competing for 
the Yakkao belt and we are pleased to say 
that Arjun brought the belt home!

Mid April Amir and Nicola 'The Burmese Python' flew over to China to represent the UK on China's prestigious show 
EM-Legend 30. Nicola's opponent fought previously on Amir's SuperFight Series show in London in March. Nicola 
made her fight look easy in 3 x 3 minute rounds, in the first round Nicola was gauging her opponents reach and 
style, round 2 Nicola we saw Nicola apply the pressure and kept up a flurry of punches and kicks, round 3 Nicola's 
fitness and months of training come into action with her keeping the pressure on, her tactics worked as Nicola won 
by unanimous decision and she had a job bringing home her trophy as hand luggage!

22nd April our coach Aiden hosted his and Amir's home show Amateur Kings. It was a stacked fight card with fighters 
coming over from Portugal, Holland and Greece. Fighting on the show we had the twins Isla and Luca opening up 
the show in their true tag team style, as always they are a delight to watch and out of this fight Isla has been asked to 
fight on Lion's show in June. Next up was Rehan showcasing his skills in an exhibition fight. Rehan, true to his style 
gave his opponent a run for his money and made him work hard in the ring. Following Rehan was Roma who was 
fighting for a new European title against a very strong fighter from Portugal, this was 5 explosive rounds and was a 
very good match, we are pleased to say that Roma can now add European Champion to her collection of titles and 
belts! Lily D had a decision fight against her exhibition opponent Talluah, this was again a well matched fight, but 
it was a clash of styles which resulted in Lily not taking the win. Thea was competing for the WKO British Champion 
title, Thea fought well but it wasn't enough for the win. Lilly C was next to step into the ring, again this was an 
explosive fight with her opponent taking the win. All of our fighters learnt from the experience and then spent the 
rest of the day socialising with their opponents and other friends from the gyms that came to support. This is real 
sportsmanship from a young age.
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